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The right product for every case

Energy sales for
RLM customers

Market price curves for
electricity and gas

Extended portfolio 
management

Time series management
for electricity and gas

Weather stations and 
climate data

We are flexible in every respect: Beyond our products we also offer 
individual software development on customer request, energy analysis & consulting.
Visit our website https://timpetools.de to learn more.

solutions for energy sales & trade 



What is 
EMDaCS?

EMDaCS for 
industrial customers: 
Orientation and 
security in Energy   
Procurement

Have a look in 
EMDaCS

The advantages 
of EMDaCS 
at a glance

What EmdaCS 
can do

The energy market is more complex than ever. 
Volatility characterizes the market. Neverthe-
less, you can keep an overview! With EMDaCS 
you calculate a qualified price forecast for 
electricity and gas based on your individual con-
sumption profile and current exchange prices 
- within seconds. 

Observe energy prices of any profile                    
in the historical course. This gives you 
orientation and security for your 
energy procurement.

EMDaCS is available in German as well as in 
English and is also supported in both 
languages.

MULTILINGUAL
EMDaCS calculates electricity and gas prices 
using data from the energy exchanges in real 
time. You are always up to date.

REAL TIME PRICE CALCULATION

No need to keep an eye on the market. You pre-
define your limits in EMDaCS and get notified as 
soon as the price reaches your specified level.

PRICE ALERT
With the help of EMDaCS, you have access to 
historical price developments - and have the full 
picture.

TRANSPARENCY THANKS TO PRICE HISTORY

EMDaCS offers a technical chart analysis using 

indicators and oscillators.

CHART ANALYSIS
With EMDaCS you always know the current 
market price - essential for contract negotiations.

FAST AND SECURE ENERGY PROCUREMENT

As a customer with registered load measure-
ment, can you find your way through the jungle 
of energy procurement? Constant price move-
ments make it difficult to time procurement. 
But that’s over. Keep track of things, easily, 
automatically - with EMDaCS, short for Energy 
Market Data and Communication System.
 
With EMDaCS you calculate a qualified price 
forecast for electricity and gas based on your 
individual consumption profile and the current 
market prices - within seconds and with just a 
few clicks.

You can then observe and monitor the energy 
prices of any profile historically using a web 
application. You define the price limits at which 
you would like to be informed. This allows you to 
keep an eye on the energy market for your load 
profiles.


